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Abstract
Zoos have become a built-in component of society and play many roles. One of the roles
includes being facilitators of education. Education serves to increase the positive public
perception of zoos and works to continue to gain funds and support for a zoo’s overall purpose.
Through a literature review and analysis, this thesis explores the modern-day context of zoos and
analyzes how education can drive the zoo’s mission. The focus will be on Association of Zoos
and Aquariums (AZA) and European Association of Zoos and Aquariums (EAZA) accredited
zoos. While many other facilities that house an array of animals, AZA and EAZA zoos tend to
have a higher number of resources that allow the facility to focus in on educational goals.

Research Aims and Questions
The overarching question for this thesis is: what role does education play in the context
of the modern-day zoo? To address this, the research aims of this thesis are to:
1. Establish the context of the modern-day zoo by looking at the historical development of
zoos and a zoo’s different roles in society.
2. Use a literature analysis to understand the importance of education within a zoo.
3. Research the AZA standards for education to look for what requirements a zoo’s
education programming should meet. Look at other research that reveals how a zoo can
have successful interpretation and science education.
4. Research tips a zoo can use to improve its education models.
5. Develop rubrics that assess the presence of and quality of education at a zoo based on
research aims #2-4.
6. Analyze 25 AZA zoos that were randomly selected in a case study.
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Chapter 1: Context of the Modern-Day Zoo
Background
People have always been fascinated by wild animals; where there are people, there are
collections of exotic animals, often owned by political figures in large cities (Rothfels, 2002).
Originally, zoological gardens and menageries provided private collectors the opportunity to
enjoy the wonder of many animals. Alexander the Great as well as Roman Emperors Trajan and
Nero had collections of unusual animals (Rothfels, 2002). While songbirds and bears were often
kept for entertainment, animals such as cheetahs and falcons were often kept for hunting
purposes (Rothfels, 2002). Eventually, traveling menageries became the rage as exotic animals
were brought to major cities in several countries to be seen by all. From 1741 to 1758, the
rhinoceros Clara was brought to many cities in Germany, Italy, France, and England and became
loved by all (Rothfels, 2002). Clara and other exotic animals were enjoyed by people from every
class.
As more people became fascinated by exotic animals, the shift from private collections to
the modern zoo began. Modern-day zoos began with two key characteristics: the collections
began to be housed outdoors in a park setting, and the collections began to be opened to the
general public (Brown, 2014). The Paris Zoo, which opened in 1793, had both characteristics and
paved the way for the modern-day zoo. Sir Stamford Raffles, a British statesman, was impressed
with the displays and knowledge that the Paris Zoo provided and pushed for the creation of the
London Zoo. The London Zoo was originally used as a tool to show British influence as well as
feed into the spirit of learning held by the middle-class (Brown, 2014). But most importantly,
London Zoo demonstrated power and provided a form of entertainment to more than just the
upper-class. The goal to provide knowledge was further fulfilled by the Zoological Society of
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London that was formed in 1826. Originally, to enter the London Zoo one had to be a member of
this society and could even pay to bring an additional guest.
As one of the first modern zoos, the London Zoo paved the way by influencing the
creation of many successful, and many not so successful, imitator zoos in the British Isles. The
continued spread was seen for two main reasons, to provide learning opportunities as well as the
commercial opportunity zoos provided (Brown, 2014). Over time, while many zoos became
highly successful, many of these facilities began to fail for numerous reasons. One proposed
reason is that they did not have a large enough income to support themselves. As this issue
increased, zoological gardens began straying away from their roots and fell victim to using
zoology as a form of entertainment. Many facilities introduced fireworks, shows, and rides to
increase patronage (Brown, 2014). European zoos continued to spread as well as fall victim to
the commercialization of their facilities.
In 1874, the first American Zoo opened in Philadelphia, paving the way for the spread of
zoos in the United States as well as change in the mission of zoos. In the 1970s, zoos had a large
shift away from their roots in entertainment and towards public awareness and conservation
efforts (Marino et al., 2010). Currently thousands of zoos around the world have stemmed from
the initial desire to have animals and grown as a means of education and entertainment. Zoos
such as San Diego Zoo, Toronto Zoo, Smithsonian National Zoo, and Beijing Zoo continue to
draw the interest of society.
A huge advancement for zoos in the United States was the start of the Association of
Zoos and Aquariums (AZA) in 1924. AZA is a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization that focuses on
education, science, recreation, and conservation to push zoos and aquariums forward in their
purpose (“Association of Zoos and Aquariums About Us,” 2021). Currently, over 240 facilities
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in the United States and around the world see 200 million visitors every year. On top of this,
AZA provides training for 40,000 teachers every year. A huge part of the accreditation process
focuses on educational standards. AZA has stated that “as centers for conservation, AZAaccredited zoos and aquariums provide the public with essential connections to the natural
world” (“Association of Zoos and Aquariums About Us,” 2021). AZA leans heavily on the
growing research that supports how zoos and aquariums can serve as educational institutions by
providing students with up-close experiences with wildlife.
In Europe, the European Association of Zoos and Aquaria (EAZA) serves a similar role
as the AZA. This organization was formed in 1992 to help connect zoos and aquaria across
Europe with their goals for education, research, and conservation (“European Association of
Zoos and Aquaria About Us,” 2021). All these facilities work to play a role in conservation
projects, animal protection programs, education initiatives, and research projects both inside of
their institutions and out in the field. To do this, the EAZA holds facilities to the highest
standards of animal welfare. Approximately 140 million people will visit an EAZA facility every
year (“European Association of Zoos and Aquaria About Us,” 2021). The EAZA has stated that
their mission is “to facilitate co-operation within the European zoo and aquarium community
with the aim of furthering its professional quality in keeping animals and presenting them for the
education of the public, and of contributing to scientific research and to the conservation of
global biodiversity” (“EAZA Strategy 2017-2020,” 2017).
Several other organizations have been instrumental in the process of zoos and aquariums
continuing to shift and focus in on conservation missions. One key organization is the National
Association for Interpretation (NAI). NAI is another 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization whose goal
is helping interpreters throughout the United States, Canada, and other countries (National
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Association for Interpretation, 2021). NAI mainly provides resources for the heritage
interpretation industry but also provides resources and training to zoo educators to communicate
with audiences most effectively. Another key organization is the National Park Service and its
Interpretive Development Program (IDP) that helps develop interpretation standards. National
Park Service states that “an interpretive program should create an opportunity for the audience to
form its own intellectual and emotional connections” (Knapp, 2007).
While the conflict between education and entertainment is still evident in zoos today, the
purpose of zoos has greatly solidified through the efforts of organizations such as AZA, EAZA,
NAI, and IDP. The Zoological Society of London states its purpose is “to inspire, inform and
empower people to stop wild animals going extinct” (Zoological Society of London, n.d.). The
Zoo Berlin states its vision is “to continue to shape the future, to discover and develop potentials,
and to present the unique history all the while setting new standards in animal care and research,
species conservation, and visitor experience” (Zoo Berlin, 2021). The San Diego Zoo states its
facility is “committed to saving species worldwide by uniting [its] expertise in animal care and
conservation science with dedication to inspiring passion for nature” (San Diego Zoo Global,
2021). Most zoos play a role in research, conservation, entertainment, and education for a society
(Reade & Waran, 1996). Each of these roles will be explored in the following sections.

Research
Ethology is the study of animal behavior and has been around for centuries (Dugatkin,
2019). In fact, depictions of animals were seen in some of the earliest cave paintings. A 4,000year-old golden pendant that shows two wasps sharing food was found in a Cretan cemetery
(Dugatkin, 2019). The accuracy of the depiction implies that people must have spent time
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observing and studying the wasps and other animals around them. Most of animal behavior
focuses on two types of analysis: proximate and ultimate analysis. Proximate focuses on
immediate causes of behavior while ultimate focuses on evolutionary forces (Dugatkin, 2019). In
the last fifty years, the growth of animal behavior research has shifted from a focus in traditional
ethology to a focus in behavioral ecology (Alcock, 2003). Ethology can also be broken down
into conceptual, theoretical, and empirical approaches (Dugatkin, 2019). Empirical approaches
tend to be the focus of most animal behavior work, but the key is using all three approaches to
create a holistic understanding of a species (Conniff, 2020).
Animal research grew in popularity around the late 1800s, around the same time that the
animal rights movement began (Chang, 1998). Animal research provides an opportunity for
things such as medical research, product testing, conservation efforts, and understanding
behavior. Animals that are similar to humans, especially mammals, have helped with a range of
human diseases such as diabetes and diphtheria (Chang, 1998). In the 1990s, more than an
estimated 17 million animals were used in animal research every year (Chang, 1998).
Animal use and animal care need to be connected to keep high animal welfare standards
during research (Davies et al., 2018). William Russell and Rex Burch, two British scientists,
worked together to propose the “Three Rs” of animal research in 1959 (Knight, 2012). These
include reducing the number of animals that participate in animal research, refining testing
methods to lower pain, and replacing animals with other research methods (Chang, 1998).
Reduce, refine, and replace; the “Three Rs” have helped to guide the political movement around
animal rights (Davies et al., 2018). The more that people have recognized animal research
standards, the more scientists have moved to use other research methods.
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While there is importance in understanding animal research within a laboratory, zoos
focus research efforts on animal behavior, animal care, and conservation. This type of research
includes more observational work and less hands-on work with animals but is still held to similar
animal welfare standards. Scientists often find research at zoos helpful because these facilities
provide them with easily accessible animals. While field research is important for understanding
the natural life of animals, captive research is critical to test variables, maintain controls, and get
close-up observations or data (De Waal, 2016). Both field research and captive research are
needed to understand the full picture when conducting animal studies.
Conducting behavioral research on animals in captivity can help zoos make informed
decisions on how to care for them. Many zoos have rescued animals, and the zookeepers are
responsible for giving these animals the best life by increasing animal welfare. Organizations
like the Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA) and European Association of Zoos and
Aquaria (EAZA) help hold zoos to high standards. Disney’s Animal Kingdom has conducted
research to help better the physical and psychological well-being of animals by looking at factors
such as reproductive success, cognitive tests to increase enrichment, and aggression in behavioral
studies (Orban et al., 2015). One key component of high-quality care includes the diets of each
individual animal. The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) helps to regulate these
standards. The standards provided by USDA help monitor the quality of diets by laying out
recommendations for ordering food, inspecting shipments, storing food, transporting meals,
cleaning food, handling food, and even feeding the animal (Crissey, 1998).
Behavioral research is also critical when assessing health programs, training, social
enrichment, reproduction, and development of animals. One example is how the Chicago
Zoological Society’s (CZS) Brookfield Zoo works with bottlenose dolphins to monitor their
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welfare management (Miller et al., 2015). One way the team tracks the health of the dolphins is
through semi-annual preventative veterinary exams. There are monthly blood tests and
ultrasounds as well as weekly weight and blubber readings. These data are looked at together to
determine the health of each individual animal by using EthoTrak, an electronic behaviormonitoring program created by CZS (Miller et al., 2015). Here the dolphin team can analyze
patterns to make informed decisions about the welfare of the dolphins.
To validate welfare standards for animal care, animal research can be used to document
trends in behavior. This analysis has been helpful for species such as Komodo dragons, slendertailed meerkats, African penguins, and elephants (Smith, 2019; Williams et al., 2021; Greco et
al., 2016). Ethograms are a popular tool for documenting and analyzing behavior of a certain
animal, and therefore are used to spot trends in behavior. Table 1 shows an example of an
ethogram (Smith, 2019).
Animal research and open communication between zoos has continued to enhance the
medical care available to animals in zoological facilities around the world. Several examples
show that documenting treatments and sharing results have helped to increase the care available
to a wide range of species. One example is that since reptiles prove to be challenging to care for
medically, Dallas Zoo recorded the treatment of a Galapagos tortoise and the post operation care
that helped lead to a smooth recovery (Glass, 2019). Another example is how Disney’s Animal
Kingdom completed a study reimagined how to best record weights for mega bat species. The
team published and shared datum to improve the welfare of bat management around the world
(Brusilow et al., 2019).
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Table 1. An example of an ethogram used for data collection of Komodo dragons
at the Tulsa Zoo (Smith, 2019).
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Research is helpful for the sake of animals but is also helpful for protecting the safety of
keepers during any animal training interaction. Understanding the specific animal is instrumental
in preparing the best safety standards to keep trainers safe. Safety standards can be determined
by looking at external stimuli, body placement of the trainer, and the comfort level of the animal
(Animal Keepers’ Forum, 2019). Tips for safe training sessions include gathering equipment
before a session, using equipment properly, and practicing strong communication skills (Animal
Keepers’ Forum, 2019).
While research is helpful for animal behavior and animal care, research can also be useful
for conservation by studying the genetics of animals and how genetics may change over time in
different environments. For example, Yamaguchi et al. (2009) looked at how large cats in
captivity had smaller brain sizes compared to large cats in the wild. Despite this physical
difference, the animals did not show any genetic changes or behavior changes that could pose as
threats to the species. This type of research helps understand animal welfare by comparing wild
animals’ genetics and phenotypes to captive animals to look for any significant changes that may
imply a decrease in quality of life.
This discussion simply provides a broad summary of how research is incorporated within
zoos. Whether researchers are studying animal behavior, animal care, or conservation, zoos and
aquariums provide a space to test variables, complete observations, and collect data.

Conservation
Conservation is a relatively new idea: in the United States, this idea came to the forefront
in the mid-19th century. People started to realize that unregulated killing and destruction of
wildlife was going to become problematic (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 2021). This led to the
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beginning of land set aside for wildlife conservation, and an increased awareness of the
importance behind protecting wildlife. In 1871, Congress established the U.S. Commission of
Fish and Fisheries, and in 1872 Yellowstone National Park became the first national park.
Today, Yellowstone National Park is still a strong part of conservation efforts. National Park
Service’s mission statement says, “The National Park Service preserves, unimpaired, these and
other natural and cultural resources and values for the enjoyment, education, and inspiration of
this and future generations” (National Park Service, 2018).
In the early-20th century, the government played a role in the conservation efforts of land
and animals in the United States (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 2021). The Lacey Act helped to
protect game, the Pelican Island National Wildlife Refuge in Florida was established by Paul
Roegel and President Theodore Roosevelt, 53 wildlife sanctuaries were established by President
Roosevelt, the Antiquities Act helped protect national monuments, and many other policies
helped to establish a culture of conservation.
In 1907, the New York Zoological Society helped establish the relationship that zoos play
in conservation. The New York Zoological Society shipped 15 bison to Oklahoma where they
would live in the wild (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 2021). This was one of the first
documented actions taken by an American zoo to directly help save animals from extinction. The
New York Zoological Society was founded in 1895 and today is known as the Wildlife
Conservation Society. The New York Zoological Society was one of the first conservation
organizations and had a goal to “advance wildlife conservation, promote the study of zoology,
and create a first-class zoo” (Wildlife Conservation Society, 2021). Today, five zoos and
aquariums are part of the Wildlife Conservation Society.
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Through the mid-19th century, several other policies were created to protect land and
specific species. More research began to surface around conservation, and conservation became a
key part of political conversations. In 1940, the government introduced the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service. In 1942, a Refuge Manual was published to give guidelines for conservation
stewardship of national parks. In 1947, the Fish and Wildlife Service published the
“Conservation in Action” newsletter to help gain public attention. In 1951, “The Sea Around Us”
was published, allowing the beauty of the ocean and the oceanography to be understood by a
wider audience. These early publications mark the start of raising awareness for conservation
efforts (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 2021).
The late-19th century brought several other acts to continue the movement towards
conservation. In 1973, President Richard Nixon signed the Endangered Species Act that allowed
for the protection of many endangered species in their own ecosystem. Successes from this
program were seen in 1987, 2007, 2009, and 2016 when American alligators, bald eagles, brown
pelicans, and Louisiana brown bears were respectfully removed from the endangered species list
(U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 2021). In 1997, the National Wildlife Refuge System
Improvement Act was passed by Congress and signed by President Bill Clinton. This act was
passed to help National Wildlife Refuge Systems create a singular wildlife conservation mission,
strive to maintain biological integrity, find environmentally friendly uses of the land, create ways
to incorporate interpretation and education, and create comprehensive conservation plans (U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service, 2009).
Today, conservation continues to be a key theme in society. Conservation is considered
now to be a social problem not just a biological problem (Pavitt & Moss, 2019). Simple actions
like recycling, buying sustainable palm oil, saving energy, and using reusable products can make
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a difference. These are just a few examples of ways people can help protect the biodiversity of
the planet. Larger actions like stopping illegal wildlife trade, ending deforestation, and
eliminating fossil fuels can continue to protect the planet (Sala, 2020).
Zoos themselves continue to play an increased role in conservation efforts for animals
worldwide. AZA zoos partner together to form Species Survival Plans (SSPs) to participate in
cooperative breeding and conservation programs to protect endangered species. One of the first
SSPs focused on the golden lion tamarin. In 1972, the Smithsonian’s National Zoo held a
conference to discuss conservation efforts and create a long-term commitment to researching and
conserving the species. At one point, there were as few as 200 individuals in the wild, but after
the introduction of an SSP in 1981 and much continued work, now approximately 2,500
individuals in the wild and another 500 in zoos worldwide serve as a stable backup population
(Smithsonian’s National Zoo & Conservation Biology Institute, 2020). Another early SSP
focused on the Snow Leopard and currently around 70 zoos work together to research and
understand Snow Leopard husbandry, population management, disease, nutrition, and
reproduction (Tetzloff, 2016). Many other species benefit from the work of zoos and SSPs
(Story, 2019; Scales, 2020).
Along with SSPs, zoos can participate in reintroduction programs. Animals may be raised
or rehabilitated in a facility, and then released back into the wild. This can be essential when
looking to stabilize, reestablish, or increase a species population in their natural habitat
(“Association of Zoos and Aquariums Reintroduction Programs,” 2021). However, this type of
program is only successful when there is a safe habitat to reintroduce the animal into. This type
of conservation effort has been extremely successful in AZA-accredited zoos and aquariums with
species such as black-footed ferrets, California condors, Ohio River Basin freshwater mussels,
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Karner blue butterflies, Oregon spotted frogs, and red wolfs (“Association of Zoos and
Aquariums Reintroduction Programs,” 2021).
Zoos also play a role in global conservation (Pavitt & Moss, 2019). The hope is that a
bunch of small actions from each facility will lead to a large change as a society. Not only this,
but zoos have the potential to reach a large and diverse audience and instill conservation
behaviors in this large audience (Pavitt & Moss, 2019). Zoos can help push conservation efforts
through funding, projects, and educating the public. Zoos Victoria shared its opinion on the role
that zoos play regarding conservation:
Zoos maintain a unique place in the conservation world having both the skills and
resources to preserve individual animals and thus species. In situations where there is a
catastrophic failure of the environment through habitat destruction, pest species, disease
or disaster, zoos are able to collect the remaining population and place them into human
care; thus, the immediate threats to a species survival can be reduced, predators are
excluded, diseases treated, and the needs of the individuals are met. Over time, once the
threats have passed, animals can be returned to their native habitat (Gray, 2016).

Entertainment
Zoos fill an entertainment role for a society. Zoos offer a space for families to bring
children, tourists to explore, and for people to have fun. Many zoos have incorporated
attractions, events, and shows into their offerings for the public. Zoos provide a huge opportunity
for both recreation and tourism which many large cities focus their business around. While this
may not always be the main mission of zoological organizations, it cannot go without mention
that zoos do fill this role.
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Education
While SSPs and reintroduction programs are extremely helpful in promoting
conservation, zoos also hold a responsibility to educate the public about a person’s individual
role in conservation. Steve Martin, President of Natural Encounters Inc., works to establish the
best practices for conservation education within a zoo. Martin shared that he believes he has a
“tremendous opportunity and responsibility to engage, inspire and empower [his] audience
members” (Martin, 2012). Zoos play a huge educational role in promoting conservation efforts
and encouraging communities to help. The combination of practical animal knowledge, scientific
training, and deep passion for wildlife makes zookeepers ideal educators. Zookeepers help zoos
in their unique role to inspire change and help gain the support of the community. The rest of this
thesis will explore the role zoos play in education.
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Chapter 2: Zoo Education in Practice
The Purpose of Zoo Education
Science is a two-step process; there is doing the science, or the research, but there is also
communicating the results. One without the other defeats the purpose (Olson, 2018). Most
lifelong learning within the science field happens outside of a traditional classroom (Falk &
Dierking, 2010). This emphasizes the importance of interactions with science content in daily
life, outside of a strictly educational setting. Learning can happen easily in zoos because of the
close encounter with animals, engagement with other visitors, engagement with interpreters, and
the unique educational experiences. Zoos have quickly become one of the major ways people can
easily experience a diverse group of live animals, causing zoos to become popular in today’s
society (Grajal et al., 2016). Therefore, zoos are critical in the communication step of science.
Because zoos and aquariums are one way for people to feel close to nature, they play a
key role in communicating with the public on conservation and biodiversity efforts. In a study of
zoo and aquarium patrons, a significant relationship was seen between a sense of connection
with animals and the amount of environmentally friendly actions taken (Grajal et al., 2016). This
study focused on climate change issues but showed how zoos are one key approach to initiating
change. Zoo education can be a tool for increasing conservation actions within a group of people.
Another study showed how visitors of AZA facilities leave reconsidering their role in
conservation and that they feel a stronger connection to nature because of their visit (Falk et al.,
2007).
There are two main approaches towards educating zoo visitors (Reade & Waran, 1996).
One approach is through educational tools and messaging. Education in zoos often depends on
visual messages posted around habitats to tell guests about the specific animals (Reade & Waran,
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1996). Some zoos have educators stationed to help promote conversations about each species as
well. These personal conversations serve as an educational tool. The second approach is to create
realistic environments that give visitors a glimpse into the natural behavior and lives of animals
(Reade & Waran, 1996). This approach uses observations and experiences to promote education
in an indirect manner. These two approaches, direct and indirect education, are often
interconnected to create the most beneficial educational experience for guests. Both approaches
include free-choice learning, where visitors must be self-directed to engage with the educational
content (Pavitt & Moss, 2019). Examples include observation of animals, reading signage, and
interacting with zoo staff members.
Formal education within a zoo can present itself as shows and programs, guided tours,
animal ambassadors, interpretive conversations, and school outreach programs. According to the
Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA), zoos and aquariums have the potential to enhance
the public’s understanding of animals and conservation (“Conservation Education,” 2021).
Often, visitors will feel a connection to nature in these facilities that play a role in conservation
education. Overall, visits to zoos and aquariums leave guests feeling like they can be a part of the
solution to environmental problems.
One key channel of education within zoos is interpretation. The National Association of
Interpretation (NAI) provides training for interpreters within facilities such as zoos, aquariums,
museums, and nature centers (Brochu & Merriman, 2017). Interpretation can be formal,
structured, and specific. Interpretation can also be spontaneous conversations (Brocu &
Merriman, 2017). The NAI definition of interpretation says, “Interpretation is a purposeful
approach to communication that facilitates meaningful, relevant, and inclusive experiences that
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deepen understanding, broaden perspectives, and inspire engagement with the world around us”
(Coble, 2021).
“Defining Moments” can be considered a second key channel of education. Bob
Chastain, the director of Cheyenne Mountain Zoo, described how his staff builds their education
model around “Defining Moments” for visitors (Martin, 2012). Everyone has a chance to create a
“Defining Moment,” which is an experience that sparks an interest in guests that ultimately leads
to a behavioral change or an increased awareness. The idea that a small moment could lead to
meaningful connections is incorporated in Cheyenne Mountain Zoo’s formal education, keeper
talk programs, and interactive activities for guests.
“Defining Moments” are often successful because they take complex topics and make
them approachable to guests, especially children. Formal education often focuses on complex
conservation ideas on a global level (Sobel, 2013). Educators often want to help train children on
how to make future environmentally friendly choices or how to empower them to get involved
with different organizations. However, the most effective education can start in their own
backyard, or on a level that helps children connect with the animals in proximity (Sobel, 2013).
Zoos help provide this proximity and bring large conservation messages into a tangible
environment for children.
A third method for zoo education is formal programming. These programs can be called a
wide range of titles such as shows, demonstrations, presentations, and animal talks. No matter
what a facility decides to call them, they all must focus on who their key audience is, what goals
for the program are, and how to get people to come to the program (Martin, 2012). All programs
have two key types of goals; one type of goal focuses on revenue and attendance while the other
goal focuses on conservation actions. While zoos have shifted away from entertainment,
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entertainment is often the vehicle to conservation messages since zoos need to build attendance
numbers and create excitement for its programs.
Zoos also use ambassador animals as an education tool that builds on interpretation,
“Defining Moments,” and formal programs. AZA zoos use ambassador animals to help create
emotional connections between guests and animals to help them connect with nature and develop
a greater respect for conservation actions (“Ambassador Animals,” 2021). While ambassador
animals create a strong sense of emotional connection to different conservation messages, they
do require keepers that will prioritize the welfare of the animals and focus on their health and
safety. AZA says that ambassador animals can enhance the learning experience by increasing the
time people are engaged with content, providing the chance to personalize an experience,
allowing for questions, and enhancing content delivery (“Ambassador Animals,” 2021).
Interpretation, “Defining Moments,” formal programming, and ambassador animals are
just a few of the ways that education and persuasion are incorporated in zoos. Another key
channel of communication includes digital media, especially during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Whether the channel of communication is in-person or digital, educators can use different
strategies to communicate their message most effectively.
Education follows one of two routes of persuasion: the central route or the peripheral
route (Morgan & Gramann, 1989). The central route focuses on information-based approaches,
direct communication, and interpretation. This route promotes thoughtful considerations of a
certain topic through facts. The peripheral route relies on a cue or an association to other things.
This route focuses on what appears to be non-issue-relevant topics to make connections with the
topic at hand. The peripheral route can also focus on mere exposure to the topic. Morgan and
Gramann (1989) shared four methods for education and how they connected to persuasion. All
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four methods were then classified as central route, peripheral route, or a combination of both
(Table 2). The most successful education methods in Table 2 included modeling or direct
contact. The positive impacts were increased when these methods were paired together.

Table 2. A summary of the four methods Morgan and Gramann (1989) suggest can be used in
wildlife education programs. Each method has an example that could be applied to snake
education and is categorized as peripheral or central persuasion.
Method

Example

Persuasion Style

Mere Exposure

Showing someone a snake without any

Peripheral Route

messaging to try and influence their opinion on
the snake.
Modeling
Direct Contact

Try to associate the snake with a person that is

Central and Peripheral

respected and liked. This is vicarious learning.

Route

A first-hand experience with a snake.

Central and Peripheral
Route

Information

A persuasive message about snakes.

Central Route

Zoos often try to relay large amounts of information, but continued research has shown
that small bits of inspiration can lead to big changes in public ideas around conservation
education. NAI defines interpretation as “a purposeful approach to communication that facilitates
meaningful, relevant, and inclusive experiences that deepen understanding, broaden perspectives,
and inspire engagement with the world around us” (Brochu & Merriman, 2017). Inspiration is
the heart of zoo education. David Sobel, developer of place-based education, said:
[…] Ecophobia – a fear of ecological problems and the natural world. Fear of oil spills,
rainforest destruction, whale hunting, acid rain, the ozone hole, and Lyme disease. Fear
of just being outside. If we prematurely ask children to deal with problems beyond their
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understanding and control, prematurely recruit them to solve the mammoth problems of
an adult world, then I think we cut them off from the possible sources of their strength. I
propose that there are healthy ways to foster environmentally aware, empowered
students. We can cure the malaise of ecophobia with ecophilia – supporting children’s
biological tendency to bond with the natural world (Sobel, 2013).
Zoo education has the potential to provide an understanding and thus empower the public
to act and conserve species. Baba Dioum, a forestry engineer, said, “In the end, we will conserve
only what we love; we will love only what we understand, and we will only understand what we
are taught” (Sutker, 2019). Educating the public can help correct misconceptions and increase
appreciation for a wide range of threatened species (Babalola et al., 2020). Many zoos have
mission statements that reflect their commitment to research, conservation, and education
(Martin, 2012). To meet these goals, zoos must find the best way to connect with their audience
and encourage a behavioral change and help increase environmentally friendly actions. Zoos
hold a responsibility to engage, inspire, and empower their key publics (Martin, 2012).

Zoo Education Reception and Influences
AZA-accredited zoos are considered to play a role in educating over 180 million visitors
every year (“Conservation Education,” 2021). This includes 51 million students each year that
get taught about wild animals, their habitats, and key conservation issues for which they can help
be part of the solution. Biological information learned at zoos is retained significantly longer and
can leave a long-lasting impression on guests (Pavitt & Moss, 2019). Beyond conservation
education within zoos, AZA has provided over 400,000 teachers with science curricula to be
used in the classrooms of schools and educational material for families at home.
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Despite the key role zoos have in educating society, many factors may influence the
actual learning that happens. These factors include diversity, economics, cultural factors, and
social context (Grajal et al., 2016). These factors can influence the public opinion on zoos, and
therefore influence the learning that occurs. While some people love the work of zoos, other
people do not support these facilities. There is a large split in how people perceive zoos and their
role in society. The public tends to view captive animals in a neutral light while zoo guests tend
to have more positive perceptions of captive animals and their quality of life (Reade & Warren,
1996). This reveals a bias from people who regularly visit zoos. While some studies have found
connections between zoo visitors and positive opinions, more research needs to be done in a
well-controlled setting to test if the zoo educational programs are effective at shifting public
opinions (Marino et al., 2010).
Even when strong educational components are present at zoos, educational material is not
always received well by the public because of external influences. Many outside forces work
against the purpose of zoos. Influences from factors such as social media, documentaries,
movies, and the media may cause people to become wary of zoos. The media can greatly
influence personal opinions and hence change how the public perceives zoos and if people
choose to visit them at all (Reade & Warren, 1996). An example of media influencing perception
is the Netflix documentary Tiger King, which portrays captive animals without a high regard for
animal welfare (Goode & Chaiklin, 2020). Oakland Zoo released a statement following the
release of the second season of Tiger King. Oakland Zoo said, “We must address an important
issue we and many other AZA-accredited institutions and animal sanctuaries have with this
show: […] the animals’ inadequate care at roadside zoos” (Oakland Zoo, 2021). Oakland Zoo
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shared its personal story with rescuing cubs from a roadside zoo and its actions to help protect
the species from similar situations.
While media has been used against zoos, media has the potential to increase the reach of
zoos with external audiences. Many zoo managers are not using digital media to its full capacity
(Kinser, 2002). The Internet serves as a two-way communication method between organizations
and their audience, which can provide immediate feedback. Less than one-third of zoo managers
claim to use the Internet as a form of communication with their publics (Kinser, 2002). Digital
media can be used for feedback and evaluation on a zoo’s communication model. This reflection
can be done by looking at messages on discussion boards, number of website visits, comments,
and emails.
Zoo education provides a unique opportunity for guests when the education doesn’t rely
too heavily on entertainment or hard data. There must be a balanced approach to avoid
“interpertainment” or ‘interpredata” (Brochu & Merriman, 2017). The balance is between
knowledge of the resource, knowledge of the audience, and appropriate techniques (Figure 1). If
a zoo relies too heavily on appropriate techniques, interpretation will start to look like
“interpretainment,” or entertainment. If a zoo relies too heavily on knowledge of the resource
and audience, the scale will lean towards “interpredata” where interpreters focus on hard data.
Ultimately, an even balance on both sides is ideal and leads to the interpretive opportunities that
create successful zoo education. To successfully use this equation, the four criteria should be
applied to all educational activities, remain balanced, and be used to assess the learning
outcomes (National Park Service, n.d.).
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Figure 1. NAI’s artistic representation of interpretainment and interpredata. Interpretainment
relies too heavily on techniques and entertainment. Interpredata relies too heavily on knowledge
and hard data. Ideally, a zoo will work to balance this equation (Brochu & Merriman, 2017).
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Chapter 3: A Guide for Interpretation and AZA Education Standards
Zoo Interpretation
Many people have researched the keys to success for developing educational programs,
but few of these researchers focus on zoo education. Freeman Tilden, a famous interpreter,
created six principles of interpretation that closely apply to the education models within zoos.
The original six principles for exceptional interpretation include relating to the visitor, revealing
content beyond surface-level information, incorporation of multisensory and imaginative content
through an artistic approach, provoking thought or action, giving a holistic and complete story
through context, and creating an appropriate program for your specific audience (Tilden, 1977).
These original six principles were expanded upon by Beck and Cable (2012), two interpreters, to
create a more complete list of the keys to success within interpretation. Their list of principles
says:
1. To spark an interest, interpreters must relate the subject to the lives of the visitors.
2. The purpose of interpretation goes beyond providing information to reveal deeper
meaning and truth.
3. The interpretive presentation – as a work of art – should be designed as a story that
informs, entertains, and enlightens.
4. The purpose of interpretive story is to inspire and to provoke people to broaden their
horizons.
5. Interpretation should present a complete theme or thesis and address the whole
person.
6. Interpretation for children, teenagers, and seniors – when these comprise uniform
groups – should follow fundamentally different approaches.
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7. Every place has a history. Interpreters can bring the past alive to make the present
more enjoyable and the future more meaningful.
8. High technology can reveal the world in exciting new ways. However, incorporating
this technology into the interpretive program must be done with foresight and care.
9. Interpreters must concern themselves with the quantity and quality (selection and
accuracy) of information presented. Focused, well-researched interpretation will be
more powerful than a longer discourse.
10. Before applying the arts in interpretation, the interpreter must be familiar with basic
communication techniques. Quality interpretation depends on the interpreter’s
knowledge and skills, which should be developed continually.
11. Interpretive writing should address what readers would like to know, with the
authority of wisdom and the humility of care that comes with it.
12. The overall interpretive program must be capable of attracting support – financial,
volunteer, political, administrative – whatever support is needed for the program to
flourish.
13. Interpretation should instill in people the ability, and the desire, to sense the beauty in
their surroundings – to provide spiritual uplift and to encourage resource preservation.
14. Interpreters can promote optimal experiences through intentional and thoughtful
program and facility design.
15. Passion is the essential ingredient for powerful and effective interpretation – passion
for the resource and for those people who come to be inspired by the same (Beck &
Cable, 2012).
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Along with this list, interpretation is a growing concept that continues to include more
tips for success. An updated definition of an interpreter explains that they are a truth teller and a
space maker (Brochu & Merriman, 2017). To be an effective educator, one must avoid bias and
spend time doing research to build a quality foundation. Information should be presented in a
holistic way that allows the audience room for interpretation and space to form their own
conclusions. Information can also be presented with themes that everyone can relate to. These
universal themes can include family, food, memories, and love. When creating themes, clear
communication is often centered around theme sentences that makes the message clear, concise,
and compelling (Barbosa, 2017). Every educational program should have a theme sentence that
serves as a backbone for the key message.
Interpreters know that their audience prefers to hear what’s important to them and content
that has a deeper meaning. This includes a good story, inspirational quotes, unusual facts, and
things that evoke emotional responses. Interpreters often avoid data, negative predictions, or
repetition from other facilities/speakers. People often forget key information when the
information revolves around numbers and hard facts. In a study about 9/11, nearly one-third of
people could not identify what year the attack happened (Bump, 2016). When thinking about
political campaigns, politicians don’t use numbers as slogans but tend to use ideas that tug more
at the heart or gut. Phrases like “More Than 60%” won’t stick with the average American, but a
phrase along the lines of “A Better Tomorrow” will (Olson, 2018). Anatole France, a French
poet from the nineteenth century, said, “Do not try to satisfy your vanity by teaching a great
many things. Awaken people’s curiosity. It is enough to open minds; do not overload them. Put
there just a spark. If there is some good inflammable stuff, it will catch fire” (Van Matre &
Weiler, 1983).
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When creating educational content, educators should base the goals of the program
around the organization’s mission statement (Brochu & Merriman, 2017). This can help focus
the material and guide the program to work in a way that benefits the organization. Zoos have
strayed away from an entertainment focus and have adopted mission statements that revolve
around research, conservation, and education (Martin, 2012). The overall goal of zoo education
programs is creating behavioral changes that support conservation efforts from the facility. This
shifted purpose from entertainment to conservation within a zoo’s programming will help
develop types of education programs that will be beneficial for the overall goals of the facility.
Every educational program should be purposeful, organized, thematic, and relevant (Brochu &
Merriman, 2017).
The interpreter themselves make all the difference with the personal touches they add to
the program. Olson (2018), a Hollywood filmmaker, shares that “everyone has an expressive,
creative, personal voice to some degree, and it comes with a stamp that is as indelible as
fingerprints.” Often educators focus on listing a long list of facts to share their depth of
information. However, zoo education is most beneficial when the content is focused on inspiring
conservation action (Martin, 2012). The quantity of information is less important than the quality
of learning, and the quality is largely based on the interpreter themselves.
NAI developed a program outline that helps educators think through key considerations
for programs (Figure 2). This outline walks educators through the key steps to developing a wellthought through program. To start, educators must think of the program title, mission, theme, and
audience. Next, educators reflect on the goals of the program that show why the program is
important. After this, educators develop measurable objectives they want the audience to take
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away from the program. The educator can then develop an introduction, body, and conclusion for
their program as well as a list of recourses and materials needed.

Figure 2. A program outline developed by NAI for interpreters (Brochu & Merriman, 2017).
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Understanding the Audience
When creating education programs, educators need to focus on reaching a wide audience.
One consideration for the audience is what type of learning styles work most efficiently.
Different learning styles include visual, auditory, reading/writing, and kinesthetic (Brochu &
Merriman, 2017). Educators may depend on a certain learning style, which may present a
challenge when designing programs for a wide audience. The brain focuses its attention on 30%
visual cues, 8% kinesthetic cues, and 2% auditory cues (Brochu & Merriman, 2017). Interpreters
often find most success when they aim to incorporate multiple senses to help their audience and
to increase retained knowledge (Brochu & Merriman, 2017). The most successful
communicators focus on using many interwoven techniques to create an intentional message
(Scherbaum, n.d.).
Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs is also essential to consider when planning a presentation
(Borchu & Merriman, 2017). Abraham Maslow suggested that an audience’s basic and
intermediate needs must be met before continuing to any higher learning (Figure 3). These basic
needs include physiological, safety, and security needs. Intermediate needs include a sense of
love and belonging, esteem, and knowledge. Growth needs include understanding, aesthetic, and
self-actualization. To consider basic needs at the start of a presentation, a presenter could provide
the following information: location of the bathroom, the location of the nearest water fountain,
the location of a spot to cool down, whether food will be provided, any land acknowledgements,
and the incorporation of gender-neutral terms (Borchu & Merriman, 2017).
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Figure 3. Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs (McLeod, 2020).

An interpreter must also consider the motivations of their audience (Borchu & Merriman,
2017). A basic conversation allows an educator to start to know more about their audience and
figure out what their underlying motivations may be. Research has shown there are five key
categories that zoo guests fall under: explorers, facilitators, professional/hobbyists, experience
seekers, and rechargers (Table 3; Falk et al., 2007). Understanding these categories allows an
educator to create their program in a way that fulfills the goals of their audience (Borchu &
Merriman, 2017).
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Table 3. A list of the five key audiences with their motivations and examples of each category
(Falk et al., 2007).
Audience

Description

Examples

Explorers

Curiosity-driven, wish to learn more about

Volunteers, highly

the animals at a facility.

involved guests

Focused on giving an experience to

Parents, friends,

someone else in their group.

grandparents

Facilitators

Professionals/Hobbyists Have a personal passion or connection to
Experience Seekers
Rechargers

Employee at another

the content.

facility

Mainly wish to enjoy the visit and find

Tourists, guests

satisfaction in the importance of the site.

taking lots of pictures

Looking for a restorative experience.

Tourists, guests
walking around solo

Other considerations of an audience include age, income, race, and occupation (Borchu &
Merriman, 2017). A presenter should consider the size of their audience and the demographic,
geographic, and psychographic makeup of the group. Overall, there is a diverse group of zoo
visitors, but the primary motivation is often leisure, which falls into the audience categories of
rechargers and experience seekers (Pavitt & Moss, 2019). Knowing that this is the general
audience can help plan education around the zoo, though specific programs should continue to
target specific audiences.
When considering the different ages of audience members, the different developmental
stages in children can greatly influence the type of education recommendations. There are three
key developmental stages in children (Sobel, 2013). The first is from age four to seven, when
children start to find empathy for animals and ways to connect to them and be inspired by
different species (Sobel, 2013). During this age, the focus is not giving children information, but
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guiding them to make their own connections to nature. The second stage is from age seven to
eleven and focuses on learning to explore nature and putting oneself in context with nature
(Sobel, 2013). This stage is about asking questions, getting dirty, and learning to explore the
things in a child’s own backyard. The final stage is from age twelve and continues past age
fifteen. This stage focuses on social action after the introduction of environmental tragedies and
how to act on the sadness these events instill in youth (Sobel, 2013).
No matter which type of audience educators are working with, many visitors come with
more background knowledge than educators often assume (Falk et al., 2007). Because of this,
zoos must work around the opinions visitors bring with them, either reinforcing or redirecting
them. Overall, the most effective educators work to inform but not influence their audience
(Brochu & Merriman, 2017). People often pull different messages out of the same content and
can form their own conclusions. However, as an educator one represents their facility and must
remember to keep a mission-based dialogue by being open and honest about their facility’s
mission and vision (Brochu & Merriman, 2017). Audiences are more likely to connect with
conclusions that they develop on their own.

AZA Science Education Standards
The AZA has list of standards that they look at when deciding if a zoo is meeting its
educational goals. When analyzing these standards through the accreditation process, the AZA
requires their facilities to meet or exceed all expectations and that each facility “must ensure that
education is a central tenet in [its] mission, must develop a written education plan that matches
current industry standards, and must regularly evaluate their education programs”
(“Conservation Education,” 2021). The list of standards for accreditation provides a clear starting
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place for how to determine education efficacy within the context of the modern zoo. When
analyzing education standards, AZA will consider factors such as on-site and off-site programs,
interpretation, graphics, ambassador animal use, and animal care specialist talks (“The
Accreditation Standards & Related Policies,” 2021). The AZA lists the following education
standards:
4.1. Mission
4.1.1. Education must be a key component of the institution’s mission.
Explanation: Education is an important component in the conservation
mission of each institution. Effective educational programming is a proven
method of increasing awareness and participation in stewardship of the
natural world.
4.2. Education Program
4.2.1. The institution must follow a written education plan that includes goals and
objectives.
Explanation: The institution’s education plan must include a copy of its
education vision/mission, as well as strategic goals and objectives. The
plan may include a copy of the organizational chart, and description of
how the education department interacts with other departments on issues
such as exhibit and graphics’ development, animal care specialist
presentations, in situ conservation programs, etc. The plan should include
the institution’s conservation messages.
4.2.2. The education department must be under the direction of a paid staff
person who is trained or has experience in educational programming. Education
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personnel should be involved in the development of exhibits, graphics, and
interpretation, as well as all structured programs for the visiting public.
4.2.3. Institutions should participate in active, ongoing collaborative partnerships
with organizations and individuals that can contribute to the expansion of their
educational dimension. Such partnerships may include community groups, other
informal education institutions (museums, science centers, nature centers, etc.),
school districts, institutes of higher learning, other conservation organizations and
government agencies.
4.2.4. Institutions should provide paid and unpaid staff access to informational
resources with the goal of supporting excellence in programs, animal
management, and exhibits. These resources may include a facility library, access
to an offsite library or electronic access to internet resources.
4.3. Evaluation/Interpretation
4.3.1. Classes, programs, animal talks, interpretive programs and other education
programs should be evaluated on a regular basis for effectiveness and content.
Programs should be updated with current scientific information, with an
educational/conservation message as an integral component. These evaluations
should assess more than participant satisfaction, looking also at program impact
(ideally including impact on conservation-related knowledge, attitudes/affect, and
behavior). Results from evaluations should be used to improve the existing
programs and to create new programs.
4.3.2. The institution should have a thorough understanding of the needs of its
audiences and as such provide programs to meet these needs.
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Explanation: Zoo and aquarium education can be accomplished by
programs offered to a wide variety of audiences and paid/unpaid staff
through an assortment of programmatic methods: publications, exhibit
interpretation, on-site presentations, tours, summer camps, speaker’s
bureau, outreach programs, teacher training, etc. The institution need not
reach ALL audiences equally, but a thoughtful approach to audience
selection should be evident – e.g., a clear understanding of their
audience’s needs, including the needs of under- represented groups and
groups with special abilities. Similarly, not all types of programming must
be used equally, but a thoughtful approach to program development must
be evident. Programming should include local/global conservation issues
and topics, the role of zoos and aquariums in conservation, information on
AZA and other conservation-oriented organizations; as well as ways that
the institution acts as a resource in its community for wildlife conservation
education and related issues. Programming should clearly address
cognitive, affective, and behavior outcomes (i.e., options for individual
action that encourages stewardship in conserving the environment).
4.3.3. The exhibit graphics and other interpretive devices must be in good
condition and functioning and be based upon relevant scientific knowledge and
reflect relevant interpretive methods.
Explanation: The interpretive program must be based on the thoughtful
development of conservation messages for the institution. Exhibit
interpretation may include information regarding the animal’s natural
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history, conservation, care and welfare, ecology, relation to humans,
correct taxonomic identification and current status (i.e., endangered or
threatened), as well as botanical collections, and specific environmentally
responsible behaviors visitors are being encouraged to take. In particular,
inclusion of interpretation on AZA’s cooperative management programs
(e.g., SSPs and TAGs) is encouraged (“The Accreditation Standards &
Related Policies,” 2021).
These standards outlined by AZA provide a starting place for the expectations of an
education model within a zoo. However, this list of standards does not fully represent everything
that makes up a strong education program. Beyond this list, the AZA analyzes the following:
•

The number of staff dedicated to education programming

•

That at least one paid staff member is dedicated to education

•

How the education message is conveyed to the casual visitor

•

Publications, brochures, or other printed material

•

Classrooms and teaching areas

•

The availability of funds allocated for education programs

•

The level of education department contact with local schools, colleges, and other
academia

•

The volunteer, docent, and outreach programs

•

The level of outreach programming and whether appropriate Program Animals are
being used

•

How interpretive graphics and exhibits are developed, designed, and contain
appropriate information (“Conservation Education,” 2021).
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Along with the standards listed above, the AZA will also look at three of the zoos’
policies (“Conservation Education,” 2021). The Animal Contact Policy helps to establish safety
precautions to minimize the spread of disease and keep the animals safe. The Ambassador
Animal Policy creates a plan for welfare, health, and safety of animals used in any animal
program. This policy also ensures that the animals are used to help with the audience reception
of conservation messaging. The Presentation of Animals Policy ensures animals are being
presented in a way that respects wildlife and nature. Whenever animals are used in guest
programs and interactions, safety must be kept as a top priority to maintain the highest level of
animal welfare (Animal Keepers’ Forum, 2019).
Zoo education programs take a lot of factors into consideration. These programs must
work to fulfill all the AZA science education standards as well as work to provide the best
interpretation possible. Each audience member has different needs that must be met to ensure
they can receive the content being delivered. AZA highly suggests that as facilities develop
successful educational programming, facilities share its resources with other zoos (“The
Accreditation Standards & Related Policies,” 2021).
Finally, zoo educator programs often consider the science curriculum standards for the
state. For example, Nashville Zoo has developed a “Program Content Standards” guide that
breaks each of its programs into mega-concepts, big ideas, and guiding questions by audience
age groups (Nashville Zoo, 2014). These standards are paired with the state science education
standards to help schools and families find ways to connect zoo programming with education
requirements by age. The way that zoo programming incorporates state standards varies between
states and different facilities.
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Chapter 4: Tips to Improve Education Models
Remaining Focused on a Mission-Based Education
Education should be a critical part of every zoo’s mission, whether education is directly
written into their mission statement or not. A study analyzed how many zoos included education,
or an education theme, in its mission statement. Of the 136 zoos analyzed, 131 contained
education and 118 contained conservation (Pavitt & Moss, 2019). This study was conducted in
2007, and future studies can demonstrate how education is a key part of a zoo’s mission and that
there is a continual dependency on education to push conservation actions. The idea of analyzing
mission statements is explored in Chapter 5.
To continue aligning zoo education with the mission statement of an organization, zoos
should start by looking at the employees. By building an understanding of zookeepers, education
programs can better incorporate these vital employees and use them to reach a larger audience in
the most authentic way possible (Sutker, 2019). In fact, zookeepers would like to work closer
with conservation efforts, including education. Sutker (2019) said that “with a position at the
forefront of animal care, keepers have the opportunities, but not necessarily the resources (grants,
knowledge, and/or facility support), to make larger contributions.”
Research continues to develop an understanding of the general demographics of
zookeepers. About 92% of keepers hold an undergraduate or trade degree, 18% hold graduate
degrees, nearly 100% say they want to participate in field work, but only 52% of keepers said
they had been given that opportunity (Sutker, 2019). Of the keepers who had received funding
from their organization, 82% participated in education-based opportunities (Sutker, 2019). If
zoos can find ways to give keepers more resources, field work, and development seminars,
zookeepers can increase their own understanding and therefore their ability to communicate with
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guests (Sutker, 2019). By investing in their own employees, the reach and authenticity of
education programs can drastically increase and “zooquaria can empower their keepers to truly
fulfill their calling: to save more wildlife and wild places than ever before” (Sutker, 2019).
In current culture, consumers long for authenticity in a world full of insincerity (Gilmore
& Pine II, 2007). When putting together an educational program, audiences often want to
experience something real, authentic, and sincere. People no longer crave staged experiences;
they want the real deal (Gilmore & Pine II, 2007). To be authentic, there is a fine line to walk.
One can’t overly claim to be authentic but can’t pretend to be authentic either. Interpreters must
learn to find the balance within their own programming. One of the best ways to remain
authentic at a zoo is to focus on the overall mission and lean into your overarching goals.

Key Elements of Interpretation
Interpretation is based on balancing the act of entertainment and information-overload
(Figure 1), but several key elements of interpretation can help build a strong balance and lead to
successful planning of educational programs. The first element is knowledge of the resource
(National Park Service, n.d.). Educators should be fully aware of the resource, have reliable
sources backing their information, and have the ability to go beyond just the facts. They should
be able to relate intangible and universal ideas to help relate the content to various audiences. To
help accommodate all audiences, educators need to accommodate multiple views of the topic and
be open to new ideas and opinions. Not only should educators be knowledgeable of the content,
but they should also be knowledgeable about the facility and keep the mission in mind.
The second element is knowledge of the audience (National Park Service, n.d.). This
audience should include more than just people physically at a facility. Educators should be
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willing to reach out to more than just zoo guests to increase their audience. Tools like social
media can aid in this. When communicating with guests, educators should remember that
everyone is unique, and the experience they provide should be based off the guest’s motivations
for attending the facility (Table 3). Overall, educators need to be respectful and create positive
experiences for every audience, no matter what level of education is occurring.
The third element is knowledge of appropriate techniques (National Park Service, n.d.).
Different techniques work best in different situations depending on factors such as the audience,
themes, and tools available. Techniques should be used that connect the educational content with
tangibles, intangibles, and universal connection to help solidify the learning. Educators should
stay up to date on the best communication techniques and continually evaluate themselves to
strive for the best learning outcomes.
The fourth element is interpretive opportunity (National Park Service, n.d.). Educators
must be proficient with multiple techniques to reach the widest audience possible. Interpretive
themes and techniques should be spread across a facility wherever appropriate to incorporate
them. The more learning opportunities present, the more likely learning will happen. When
evaluating the opportunity, long-term and short-term effects should be considered. An effective
interpretive opportunity does not need to result in an immediate change from the visitor.
All together, these four elements lead to interpretive outcomes (National Park Service,
n.d.). Evaluation of these outcomes should be based off the visitors and look at both the shortterm and long-term effects. Evaluations should measure effectiveness and opportunities, not just
the immediate changes in guest behaviors. Educators should constantly seek feedback and work
to improve the effectiveness of their programs.
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An additional element of interpretation is resiliency. Education can be difficult, audiences
can be stubborn, and research can feel hard to come by. However, resiliency allows interpreters
to recover, rebound, and reinvent their skills (Van Hare, 2021). Michele Van Hare, an
environmental education coordinator with NAI certifications, offers three keys to resiliency to
instill in sites, programs, and individuals. Her first recommendation is to remember that nature
will prevail (Van Hare, 2021). When looking at site resiliency, following nature and not trying to
push man-made concepts is best. Van Hare’s (2021) second tip is to always rebuild; people will
come. While the pandemic wiped away all education foundations, the pandemic also paved the
way for new ideas and programs that led to great success for many organizations. Interpreters
should never let negative experiences stand in the way of their creativity. Finally, she
recommends care and consideration (Van Hare, 2021). Educators should remain open to change
and see the potential change has for creating new programs and experiences. Van Hare (2021)
says, “Being resilient requires embracing change but the changes can include returning to what
brings you (and others) joy.”

Tips for Planning Programs
Advance organizers can enhance long-term memory and understanding of verbal material
(Ausuben 1960). Advance organizers include but are not limited to lesson goals, storytelling,
skimming, graphic organizers, review of past information, and analogies (Osewalt, 2022). This
works by connecting previously understood content with the new material and provides a
stronger foundation to build a new understanding (Ausuben, 1960). When working on
interpretive content, inclusion of advance organizers is a good practice to help provide a
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foundation of common knowledge before presenting new ideas. This can help learners to
organize the new information being presented to them.
When planning programs, research is essential in several ways. Research can be useful
for developing content, but also for understanding the current education and communication
tools. Conservation scientists often study motives that drive behavior changes to understand the
best ways to approach conservation education (Pavitt & Moss, 2019). Understanding the
behavior behind actions can change how to go about influencing an individual. Research has
indicated that education is a crucial part of conservation initiatives (Pavitt & Moss, 2019).
However, this research should not result in information overload during a presentation. Jennifer
Sahn, editor for Beyond Ecophobia, said:
As adults we know the value of facts and figures, so we wish for children to know details
about nature: names of trees and birds and geologic formations. Yet the names won’t
stick unless there’s a bedding of empathy where that knowledge can take root. And in our
desire to prepare the next generation of adults to deal with the legacy of our ecological
assaults, there is a tendency to inform children of the problems concerning the humannature relationship while failing to share with them it’s beautiful possibilities. […] The
best teaching occurs when the emphasis is less on imparting knowledge and more on
joining the child on a journey of discovery (Sobel, 2013).
As discussed in Chapter 3, children go through three developmental stages that influence
how they should approach science education (Sobel, 2013). These stages include finding
empathy for animals, exploring nature, and taking social action. However, education can be
elevated further when these three stages are layered and interconnected (Sobel, 2013). A young
child must learn to have empathy for animals, but that same empathy is needed in teens while
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they learn to take social action. The more connected these stages become, the more science
education will stick in children. Further, educators should not rush the process of education by
rushing through these different stages. Sobel (2013) suggests that “if we want children to
flourish, to become truly empowered, then let us allow them to love the earth before we ask them
to save it.”
Another key consideration is to find ways to incorporate audience engagement.
Interpretation is a type of communication that ultimately results in audience engagement with the
world (Coble, 2021). In NAI’s newest definition of interpretation, there are key components of
the job that are highlighted (Figure 4). First, interpretation is purposeful communication (Coble,
2021). Second, interpreters must facilitate conversations that are meaningful, relevant, and
inclusive (Coble, 2021). Finally, interpreters must “deepen understanding, broaden perspectives,
and inspire engagement with the world around [them]” (Coble, 2021).

Figure 4. The arc of interpretation as described by the 2021 NAI definition of interpretation.
This diagram shows that interpretation ultimately leads to engagement (Coble, 2021).
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When planning a program, interpreters can follow this simple list to make sure all key
components are considered:
•

Select a tangible place, object, person, or event

•

Identify intangible meanings

•

Identify universal concepts

•

Identify audience

•

Develop a theme statement

•

Use interpretive methods to develop opportunities for connections to meanings

•

Organize opportunities for connections and cohesively develop an idea (Knapp,
2007).

Methods for Remaining Creative
Once a program has been planned, the program can be enhanced by continuing to
develop the quality of the education. Simple elements can draw an audience in, such as mystery,
variety, and beauty (Buchholz et al., 2006). Randy Olson, who started his career as a tenured
science professor and became a Hollywood filmmaker, shares that science is made up of
creativity and discipline. Olson (2018) says, “Science without creativity is dull, but science
without discipline is dangerous […] Science without at least a little bit of creativity is just
plodding detail that does not expand our understanding of the world.”
To improve interpretive programs, creativity can be incorporated to enhance the program
and bring new ideas to the table. To start building creativity, educators can practice the art of
storytelling. Take acting classes, study film, and develop an understanding for what makes a
good story (Olson, 2018). Some more ideas to think creatively include:
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•

Believe in the worth of your ideas.

•

Have persistence and continue to build upon them.

•

Don’t be afraid to break rules and take chances.

•

Look for more than one right answer.

•

Explore ideas outside of your area.

•

Tolerate ambiguity.

•

Be foolish now and then.

•

Play a little.

•

Ask “What if” questions.

•

Be motivated to go beyond the status quo (Brochu & Merriman, 2017).

Many zoos have used creative experiences that elevate the education experience by
incorporating technology. However, technology should be cautiously used within zoos. When
using virtual learning environments (VLEs) to increase learner experience, digital platforms must
be easy to use and navigate, use clear language, and make sense for the age of the learner (Isibor,
2019). When VLEs are used correctly, interactive components can enhance visitor learning
(Llewellyn, 2018). Props may be a more useful tool for communicating educational content
when working with a younger audience (Knapp, 2007).
Exhibits can be created to include interactive and creative components. Successful
exhibits are often designed in a way that encourages guests to engage with the information
presented (Pavitt & Moss, 2019). One way to do this is by increasing the naturalistic designs that
encourage natural animal behaviors, and therefore promote guest questions and engagement with
educators. Another way to increase engagement is by removing barriers, or giving the illusion
that there are no barriers, so that guests feel connected to the animals. Removing barriers can
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increase both the educational experience and the entertainment experience of guests (Pavitt &
Moss, 2019).
There are many examples of exhibits that have found ways to incorporate creativity to
enhance the visitor’s learning experience. At Disney’s EPCOT, an AZA accredited aquarium, the
education center has been incorporated at the end of an attraction. The ride, “The Seas with
Nemo & Friends,” starts with animatronics, ends with a view of real fish, and leaves riders in the
heart of an aquarium with loads of educational opportunities (Walt Disney World, 2022). Some
of these learning opportunities include roaming interpreters, a scavenger hunt, and educational
talks (Figure 5). Jacksonville Zoo is home to the “Land of the Tiger” exhibit that features a 2.5acre area where Malayan and Sumatran tigers are free to roam around (Jacksonville Zoo, 2022).
This exhibit includes a bridge where guests can watch the tigers pass above them in a once in a
lifetime experience (Figure 6). Nashville Zoo is home to an interactive kangaroo experience
called “Kangaroo Kickabout” where guests can get a close view of the animals, interact with
keepers, and possibly pet the kangaroos (Nashville Zoo, 2016). This experience is one of many
hands-on exhibits at Nashville Zoo (Figure 7). These examples provide a brief overview of the
many exhibits across the country that provide unique experiences for guests.
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Figure 5. “The Seas with Nemo & Friends” attraction and aquarium located at EPCOT in Walt
Disney World. This aquarium interconnects animatronics, animations, and real aquatic wildlife
(Walt Disney World, 2022).

Figure 6. Strangler Fig Tree in “Land of the Tiger” exhibit at Jacksonville Zoo where a tiger can
walk above guests (Jacksonville Zoo, 2022).
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Figure 7. “Kangaroo Kickabout” exhibit at Nashville Zoo (Nashville Zoo, 2016).

When studying the effect of a walk-through exhibit versus traditional exhibits, both will
lead to different levels of visitor engagement. Research shows that exhibit design, the presence
of educators and volunteers, and educational opportunities all play a role in encouraging visitor
participation and therefore can increase the guest experience (Pavitt & Moss, 2019). Walkthrough exhibits can promote more comments both at a surface level and at a deeper level of
information when compared to a traditional exhibit (Pavitt & Moss, 2019). This same increase in
comments was seen when visitors engaged with an interpreter rather than explored an exhibit
independently. Visitors were also observed to spend six times longer at walk-through exhibits
than traditional exhibits (Pavitt & Moss, 2019). People spend more time at walk-through
exhibits, have more comments, and have attitude changes toward conservation messaging (Pavitt
& Moss, 2019).
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Developing Educational Signage
Since every guest has different motivations, having different types of education available
can lead to increased educational success. While face-to-face education is ideal, it is impossible
to interact with every guest that enters a facility. Having signs, educational trails, or wayside
exhibits can help connect people to the places around them (Buchholz et al., 2006). Written
educational content is most successful when the message is part of the larger whole, connects to
one unified theme, creates a connection between learning and experience, remains harmonious
with the site, and is concise (Buchholz et al., 2006). Signs can pair with visitors and resources to
create a meaningful experience (Figure 8). Signs are useful because they are always present,
user-friendly, and economical. On the other side, they cannot replace an interpreter and are
limited to the amount of information they display (Buchholz et al., 2006).

Figure 8. Signs, trails, and wayside exhibits are part of what makes up a meaningful experience
(Buchholz et al., 2006).
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There are two main types of interpretive signs to choose from. One type is an information
sign that “provide directions, identification, advertising, warning, rules, or guidance. Each sign
presents a single message” (Buchholz et al., 2006). An example is an orientation sign that helps
visitors to navigate a site and serves to address basic needs (Buchholz et al., 2006). This type of
sign may address accessibility options, trail difficulty levels, distance, and bathroom locations.
The other type of sign is an interpretive panel that tells the whole story of the site and pushes
towards a deeper meaning (Buchholz et al., 2006). When outside, this can be called a wayside
exhibit. Wayside exhibits serve “to connect a tangible resource to intangible meanings”
(Buchholz et al., 2006).
Interpretive plans help to develop what messages are incorporated on signs and what the
specific goals are (Buchholz et al., 2006). These plans help the creator to ask key questions to
find the messages they want their audience to leave with. What are the goals and mission of the
zoo? Who are the key audiences? What research about the zoo or animals does the facility want
to present? From here, a conceptual media plan can be written that addresses the purpose,
objectives, themes, and messages of the sign (Buchholz et al., 2006). Objectives can be divided
into intellectual, emotional, or behavioral based. One tip for an effective sign is to follow the 330-3 rule: a reader should be able to find a message if they spend three seconds, 30 seconds, or
three minutes looking at the sign (Buchholz et al., 2006).

The Potential of a Zoo’s Digital Presence
In the past few centuries, society has begun to heavily depend on the Internet and digital
media. People have learned to relate to the world around them in a whole new way thanks to the
Internet and the vast amount of information now available (Fidino et al., 2018). Simply because
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of the vast amount of information digital media provides, digital media has become a form of
influence for the public opinion on many topics. Social media, and other forms of digital media,
have the power to shift the public opinions around conservation behaviors (Fidino et al., 2018).
Not only can digital media reveal public opinions, but digital media can shift the
opinions. The ability to post videos, add comments, and easily share articles allows society to
control the narrative of many topics, including animal conservation and education. Framing
theory suggests that the way information is presented will directly influence how information is
interpreted (Riddle & MacKay, 2020). Social media sites hold the potential to frame different
attitudes around animal welfare and conservation actions.
Studies have surveyed the ability of social media to shift specific public opinions. An
example is a study that looked at how the wording of digital articles and the presentation of
information could change the take-aways from an audience. In general, this study showed that
different social media networks can influence the discussion around human-animal interactions
and that people tend to base their opinions on how the information is presented (Riddle &
MacKay, 2020). When shown an image of a primate with a negative story, people responded that
they felt the primate looked stressed. However, when people were shown the same image of a
primate but with a positive story, people responded that they felt the primate looked happy
(Riddle & MacKay, 2020). The presentation of the image influenced the interpretation of the
image.
Overall, digital media, especially social media, has the potential to frame topics that zoos
focus their education around. Because of this, zoos should invest time, employees, and resources
into understanding the impact their digital presence has and how they can continue to improve.
During the last few years, the COVID-19 pandemic has revealed just how important technology
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can be for zoological organizations and their mission around education. The pandemic has
increased interpreters’ dependence on tools such as phone calls, social media, email, video
conferencing, and websites to relay information (Pinnix, 2021). When events, such as the
pandemic, stop guests from physically coming to a facility, digital media can still be used to
reach a large audience.

Gaining Feedback from an Audience
One of the key AZA Accreditation Standards is continual evaluation for program
effectiveness (“The Accreditation Standards & Related Policies,” 2020). Since evaluations often
look at impact, evaluations can be used to improve the programs and to create new programs that
will have a larger reach. Asking audience members questions can provide valuable feedback for
educators. Different types of questions will allow for different answers and therefore provide
certain information to the audience (Table 4).
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Table 4. A summary of the types of questions used in education presentations with definitions
and examples of each (Brochu & Merriman, 2017).
Type of Question

Definition

Example
What do you see as you look

Open

All answers are acceptable and “correct”
at the hillside?
What are some things that

Closed

Requires a specific, correct answer
are helping the log decay?
Specific kind of closed question which
Did women have a
engages entire audience and through

Yes/No

supervisory role in textile
body language, you can almost guarantee
mills?
that they will all get the correct answer
Spend a few minutes
Questions asking the group to think about
sharing with a partner the
previously imparted information and talk

Discussion

role you think zoos and
among themselves, rather than just with
aquariums have in today’s
the leader, about possible answers
world.

Capstone of

Questions posed to the group for further,

What will you do to help

Application

individual reflection, often no answer

preserve the treasures that

Questions

expected at that moment

you saw today?

There are two different formal types of ways to survey an audience. (Knapp, 2007).
First, there are quantitative studies that consist of surveys and questionnaires. These will create
data that can be analyzed to assess the programs. Quantitative studies are valued in academia, but
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do not always “translate to actual knowledge gained” (Knapp, 2007). There are also qualitative
studies that include interviews and open-ended questions to generate individual opinions on
programs. These results can hone-in on what people like and dislike within a program and allow
for more specifics (Knapp, 2007). Many programs use a combination of quantitative and
qualitative surveys. Popular methods include Likert scales and interviews (Knapp, 2007.
When assessing the outcomes of a program, there are several things to consider. One
detail to look at is how much someone remembers and what details and experiences they can
recall (Knapp, 2007). This assessment focuses on recall ability. To help aid memory and
retention of details, interpreters can use repeated exposure, include actual relevance to the
individual, and use active delivery of content and concepts (Knapp, 2007). Another assessment is
looking at the conceptual knowledge built based on the program (Knapp, 2007). This looks at
how the recalled information is understood conceptually in the real world and focuses on
application of material.
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Chapter 5: Zoo Education Case Study
Case Study Overview
This case study aims to address whether AZA zoos are fulfilling the education standards laid
out in the AZA accreditation process and living up to modern education standards. To do this,
the following steps were completed and shown throughout chapter five:
1. Twenty-five AZA or EAZA zoos were randomly selected to participate in the case study.
2. The AZA standards mention that education should be central to the mission of the
institution (“Conservation Education,” 2021). The mission statement of each individual
zoo was analyzed for the following components: research initiatives, conservation efforts,
animal welfare, entertainment, education programming, and inspiration (Reade & Waran,
1996). A note was made if each idea was directly stated, implied, or not mentioned.
3. Rubric 1 was developed for internal or external analysis of education programs to assess
the presence of education within a facility.
4. Rubric 2 was developed for internal analysis of education programs to assess the quality
of the education being provided.
5. Five randomly selected zoos from the original list were selected for analysis of the
presence of an education program using Rubric 1. If greater than 75% of the criteria was
met, it was determined that the zoo had a strong educational presence. If less than 75% of
the criteria was met, it was determined that the zoo had room for improvement within the
zoos’ education model.
6. Based on the mission statements and the presence of education, recommendations can be
made on what changes would help increase the education programming throughout AZA
zoos.
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Case Study Methods
As of December 2021, there were 238 accredited AZA zoos. Twenty-five facilities were
randomly selected and analyzed. All 238 facilities were put on an alphabetical list and a random
number generator was used to select 25 zoos for further analysis. While this thesis focused on
zoos, aquariums and other facilities were kept in the case study to get a well-rounded analysis of
all AZA facilities. The 25 selected facilities were:

1. Alaska SeaLife Center, Alaska
2. Bermuda Aquarium, Museum
and Zoo, Bermuda
3. Bronx Zoo/WCS, New York
4. Cape May County Park Zoo,
New Jersey

14. John Ball Zoological Gardens,
Michigan
15. Landry’s Downtown Aquarium –
Denver, Colorado
16. Minnesota Zoological Garden,
Minnesota

5. Capron Park Zoo, Massachusetts

17. Montréal Biodôme

6. Cosley Zoo, Illinois

18. North Carolina Aquarium on

7. Dakota Zoo, North Dakota
8. Dallas Zoo, Texas
9. Dickerson Park Zoo, Missouri
10. Dolphin Discovery Cozumel,
Mexico
11. Fort Worth Zoo, Texas
12. Greensboro Science Center,
North Carolina
13. Grizzly & Wolf Discovery
Center, Montana

Roanoke Island, North Carolina
19. Omaha’s Henry Doorly Zoo &
Aquarium, Nebraska
20. Sacramento Zoo, California
21. San Antonio Zoological Society,
Texas
22. South Carolina Aquarium, South
Carolina
23. Utah's Hogle Zoo, Utah
24. Woodland Park Zoo, Washington
25. Zoo Miami, Florida
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From here, mission statements were obtained from each facility and analyzed based on
the inclusion of research initiatives, conservation efforts, animal welfare, entertainment,
educational programming, and inspiring guests. Mission statements were given 1 point for a
direct mention of each topic, 0.5 for the indirect mention, and 0 for no mention. A high score
does not necessarily suggest a high-quality mission statement, rather a high score reflects the
number of key topics mentioned. Each individual facility may put an emphasis on specific topics
and have a lower score, but a strongly focused mission statement. The cumulative results are
seen in Table 5.

Table 5. Data from the analysis of 25 AZA-accredited zoos and their mission statements. Six
categories were analyzed based on the direct, indirect, or no mention of each key idea. Total
mentions were recorded, and scores were given based on the description above.
Research

Conservation

Animal

Entertainment

Educational

Inspiration

Initiatives

Efforts

Welfare

and/or

Programming

and/or Call

Recreation
Direct

to Action

3

16

0

4

11

13

2

5

4

3

2

5

20

4

21

18

12

7

5

21

4

7

13

18

4

18.5

2

5.5

12

15.5

Mention
Indirect
Mention
No
Mention
Total
Mentions
Total
Score
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After analyzing the mission statements, rubrics were developed to analyze the presence
of education in a facility and the quality of the education model. One rubric was developed for
internal or external analysis of education programs to assess the presence of education within a
facility (Table 6). Another rubric was developed for internal analysis of education programs to
assess the quality of the education being provided (Table 7).
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Rubric Development: Rubric to Assess Presence of Education in a Zoo

Table 6. Of these 14 statements, at least 11 (greater than 75%) should be present to say that a
facility has a strong education mission. If more than 11 or the below criteria are met, a zoo can
then be analyzed based on the quality of the education presented.
Key components for analysis:
Education is included in the mission statement of the facility
There is a written education plan for the facility
Facility has paid staff members who focus on education
There is funding in place for education programs
Tools are in place to assess the audience of the facility
Use of more than one education technique
Education is presented to casual visitors
Education is presented in a formal setting
Zoo addresses Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs in
programming
Zoo collaborates with community and other
zoos/organizations to enhance the education models in use
Zoo bases education models on the most relevant and up-todate research
High quality materials, classrooms, education areas, etc.
Use of volunteers, docents, and/or outreach programs with
the community
Use of Ambassador Animals

Missing from

Present in

Facility – 0

Facility – 1
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Rubric Development: Rubric to Assess Quality of Education in a Zoo

Table 7. Of the 25 statements, there are a possible 50 points from the evaluation. At least 38
(greater than 75%) should be present to say that a facility has a high-quality education model.
This evaluation can also help a facility identify where it falls short and what the facility can
focus on for improvement.
Components of High-Quality Education:

Missing

Sometimes

Regularly

from

Present in

Present in

Facility – 0
Overall goal of program is to spark an interest, not
lead to a giant change from audience
Informs, entertains, and enlightens audience rather
than influences audience
Room is left for audience to develop their own
conclusions on the content of the program: program
is without bias
Evaluations are used by staff to continually improve
the program
Feedback is collected from audience members for
evaluation
Program is purposeful and has a clear goal
Program is organized and contains transitions, a
main theme, and subthemes
Program is themed and relevant to the mission of the
zoo
Upholds the Animal Contact Policy, Ambassador
Animal Policy, and Presentation of Animals Policy
Programs are geared toward specific audiences

Facility – 1 Facility – 2
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Technology (if used at all) is used in a way that
enhances the program and is not distracting
The content of the presentation is of high quality and
a realistic quantity of information is given
Interpreters at a facility receive regular training to
develop communication techniques
Clear passion and creativity shown by interpreter
Universal themes are used to allow audience to
relate to the content (examples include family, food,
love, etc.)
Theme sentence is present that serves as the
backbone of the message
Content is not focused on hard data and numbers,
but rather facts are used to supplement the key
themes
Goals of the program align with the facility’s
mission statement
Multiple learning styles are incorporated and used
Training in education or communication is available
to all staff members outside of the education team
Strong balance between knowledge of resource,
knowledge of audience, and knowledge of
appropriate techniques
Program shows resiliency when faced with difficult
situations
Audience has an opportunity to be engaged rather
than passively listening to information
Open to creative ideas, not just traditional education
models
Strong use of social and digital media
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Analysis of the Presence of Education in AZA Zoos
Both rubrics in Tables 6 and 7 are best when used for internal analysis, but Table 6 can
be used to analyze a zoo from an outside perspective. To show an example of this analysis, one
randomly selected zoo, Capron Park Zoo, was analyzed using this rubric (Table 8). Since this
analysis was done from an external approach, some information was assumed based on context
of the education program. Any inferences were marked accordingly.

Table 8. An analysis of Capron Park Zoo to look for the presence of education. Of these 14
statements, 11 were present, or about 79%. This number could be higher based on unknown
information. Because this is greater than 75%, it can be assumed that Capron Park Zoo has a
strong education model. From here, Capron Park Zoo education staff can use Table 7 to analyze
the quality of education.
* Some information was assumed based on context of the education program.

Key components for analysis:

Missing

Present in

from

Facility – 1

Notes

Facility – 0
Education is included in the mission statement of

X

the facility
There is a written education plan for the facility

X

Facility has paid staff members who focus on

X

education
There is funding in place for education programs
Tools are in place to assess the audience of the
facility
Use of more than one education technique

X

Mission
statement
Curator’s role
description
Curator of
Education
Paid programs
Not found

X*
X

Multiple
offerings
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Education is presented to casual visitors

X

Education is presented in a formal setting
Zoo addresses Maslow’s Hierarchy of needs in
programming

X

X

models in use
X

and up-to-date research

programs with the community

programs
during COVID

Zoo bases education models on the most relevant

Use of volunteers, docents, and/or outreach

tours

Virtual

zoos/organizations to enhance the education

areas, etc.

Self-guided
Not found

X*

Zoo collaborates with community and other

High quality materials, classrooms, education

Docents

Curator’s role
description
Not known

X*
X

Use of Ambassador Animals

Docents
Summer

X

Outdoor
Adventures

The same process was repeated for four additional facilities: Dakota Zoo, Landry’s
Downtown Aquarium, Omaha’s Henry Doorly Zoo & Aquarium, and San Antonio Zoological
Society (Appendix Tables 1-4). Dakota Zoo met 11 of the 14 statements, showing a strong
education model. Landry’s Downtown Aquarium met 9 of 14 statements, showing room for
improvement in its education model. Omaha’s Henry Doorly Zoo & Aquarium met 11 of the 14
statements, showing a strong education model. San Antonio Zoological met 11 of the 14
statements, showing a strong education model. Overall, four out of the five zoos, or 80% of the
zoos, showed a strong education model.
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Chapter 6: Discussion
Analysis and Future Recommendations
Based on the data from Table 5, AZA zoos tend to have similar missions. The most
consistent theme was zoos mentioning conservation efforts, mentioned in 21 of 25 AZAaccredited zoo mission statements. Eighteen zoos mentioned inspiring guests or a call to action.
This suggests that zoos are focused on the actions people will take because of their visit to the
zoo and the educational programs they encounter. Zoos aren’t just focused on what happens
within their facility, but what happens beyond. Not only are they focused on conservation
projects around the world, but they are also interested in the small conservation steps being taken
in the local community.
Table 5 also highlights some of the areas mentioned the least in AZA facilities. Animal
welfare was only mentioned in four mission statements, and research initiatives in five. These
areas are not as heavy of a focus, even though they play critical parts in a zoo. Animal welfare
and research are required for a zoo to run smoothly and safely but are not necessarily showcased
to the public. Education was mentioned 13 times out of the 25 facilities. Education is essential
for communicating the messages of the zoo.
This research could be continued by analyzing more AZA-accredited facilities. This
analysis repeated on all 238 AZA zoos could reveal the overall trends of AZA mission
statements. Further, this type of analysis can help redirect future AZA initiatives to focus on
areas that have less representation across zoos. Based on this example, AZA may want to invest
in increasing the public’s awareness towards the type of research that zoos participate in. This
case study could also be continued by focusing on the values of zoos, not just the written mission
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statement. A similar table could be developed for internal analysis of zoos and their personal
values as a facility which may also include values such as diversity and efficiency.
Table 8 and Appendix Tables 1-4 show the analysis of five zoos and the presence of
education within each facility. Of the five zoos analyzed, four demonstrated a strong education
model. Because of the high standards that AZA sets for its organizations, all AZA-accredited
zoos should have strong education models. The fact that not all five hit the high standards
suggests that there should be accountability for AZA-accredited zoos when looking at education
models. Further analysis would include internal scoring of programs using both Table
6 and Table 7. Internal scoring would produce a more accurate representation of the presence and
quality of education within AZA facilities.

Personal Experience and Expertise
My personal experience has involved working in three different AZA-accredited zoos.
This experience allows me to have an inside understanding of how education plays out in
different facilities and whether these zoos are living up to mission statements and education
standards. All opinions expressed are my own and do not represent the opinions of each facility.
The first AZA-accredited zoo I worked at was Disney’s Animal Kingdom from June
2019 until January 2020. I interned on the Animal Education team. On this team, I worked to
educate thousands of guests on animals including Komodo dragons, Sumatran tigers, songbirds,
and Malayan flying foxes. The purpose of this team was to initiate conversations that educated
the public and inspired guests to take conservation actions. While many zoos have exceptional
educational components, Disney’s Animal Kingdom was unique in how they took away all
signage to focus their educational model around individual conversations. This team also focuses
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on making the educational content accessible to all audience members. This experience showed
the importance of creating accessible content, inspiring guests, and avoiding overwhelming
datum.
I have also worked with Nashville Zoo. During the spring of 2021, I took an animal
behavior class that partnered with Nashville Zoo where I got to learn the basics of animal
behavior as well as develop an independent project. In the spring of 2022, I worked as an intern
at Nashville Zoo on its Schools Outreach team. On this team, I helped to create lesson plans and
deliver educational programming to students in the Nashville area. This required research,
editing, developing curriculum, comparing education standards, and delivering content.
Programs were delivered at the zoo, in schools, and digitally. While I did not handle animals
directly, I developed an understanding for the relationship between education and animal care
within zoos and how the departments are interconnected.
In the summer of 2021, I completed a hybrid internship with the Chicago Zoological
Society’s Brookfield Zoo. I worked on the marine mammal team and interned under the
department’s curator. In this role, I researched and combined information for a grey seal care
manual to be used at AZA facilities, worked on the “Dolphins in Action” program, and answered
guest questions, and cared for pinnipeds and dolphins through daily husbandry tasks.
Additionally, I documented animal behavior patterns and learned about the curatorial role and
management of an animal programs staff through group discussion, observing welfare meetings,
observing curatorial meetings, and meeting with the Interpretive Programs Manager. This
internship also allowed me to become a Certified Interpretative Guide through the National
Association of Interpretation in the fall of 2021.
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Appendix Table 1. An analysis of Landry’s Downtown Aquarium to look for the presence of
education. Of these 14 statements, 9 were present, or about 64%. This number could be higher
based on unknown information. Because this is less than 75%, it can be assumed that Landry’s
Downton Aquarium has room for improvement in its education model.
* Some information was assumed based on context of the education program.

Key components for analysis:
Education is included in the mission statement of
the facility
There is a written education plan for the facility

Missing from

Present in

Facility – 0

Facility – 1

Notes
Mission

X

statement

X*

Not found

Facility has paid staff members who focus on

Education

education

X

Sales
Coordinator

There is funding in place for education programs

X

Tools are in place to assess the audience of the

Paid
programs
Programs

facility

X

that target
specific
groups

Use of more than one education technique

X

Education is presented to casual visitors

X

Education is presented in a formal setting
Zoo addresses Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs in
programming

X
X*

Multiple
offerings
Interpretive
guides
Learning
Programs
Not found
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Zoo collaborates with community and other

Teacher

zoos/organizations to enhance the education

X

Workshops

models in use
Zoo bases education models on the most relevant
and up-to-date research
High quality materials, classrooms, education
areas, etc.
Use of volunteers, docents, and/or outreach
programs with the community

Not found

X*

Not found

X*
X

Use of Ambassador Animals

Volunteers
Animal

X

Meet &
Greet

74
Appendix Table 2. An analysis of Omaha’s Henry Doorly Zoo & Aquarium to look for the
presence of education. Of these 14 statements, 11 were present, or about 79%. This number
could be higher based on unknown information. Because this is greater than 75%, it can be
assumed that Henry Doorly Zoo & Aquarium has a strong education model.
* Some information was assumed based on context of the education program.

Key components for analysis:

Missing from

Present in

Facility – 0

Facility – 1

Education is included in the mission statement of

X

the facility
There is a written education plan for the facility

Notes
Mission
statement
Omaha
STEM

X

Ecosystem
approved
program

Facility has paid staff members who focus on

X

education
There is funding in place for education programs
Tools are in place to assess the audience of the
facility

X

Education
department
Paid
programs
Not found

X*

Use of more than one education technique

Virtual and
X

on-site
programs

Education is presented to casual visitors

X

Education is presented in a formal setting
Zoo addresses Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs in
programming

X
X*

Informal
education
Field trips
Not found

75
Zoo collaborates with community and other

Field trips

zoos/organizations to enhance the education

X

models in use
Zoo bases education models on the most relevant

Intern

and up-to-date research

X

research
project

High quality materials, classrooms, education
areas, etc.
Use of volunteers, docents, and/or outreach
programs with the community

Not found

X*
X

Use of Ambassador Animals

Volunteers
Children’s

X

Adventure
Trails

76
Appendix Table 3. An analysis of Dakota Zoo to look for the presence of education. Of these 14
statements, 11 were present, or about 79%. This number could be higher based on unknown
information. Because this is greater than 75%, it can be assumed that Dakota Zoo has a strong
education model.
* Some information was assumed based on context of the education program.

Key components for analysis:

Missing from

Present in

Facility – 0

Facility –

Notes

1
Education is included in the mission statement

Implied in

of the facility

X

mission
statement

There is a written education plan for the facility

X*

Facility has paid staff members who focus on

X

education
There is funding in place for education

X

programs
Tools are in place to assess the audience of the

X

facility
Use of more than one education technique

X

Education is presented to casual visitors

X

Education is presented in a formal setting
Zoo addresses Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs in
programming

Not found

X

models in use

Coordinator
Paid
programs
Zoo 2020
Campaign
Multiple
offerings
Education
volunteers
Animal EdVentures
Not found

X*

Zoo collaborates with community and other
zoos/organizations to enhance the education

Education

Field trip
X

opportunities

77
Zoo bases education models on the most

X

relevant and up-to-date research
High quality materials, classrooms, education
areas, etc.
Use of volunteers, docents, and/or outreach
programs with the community
Use of Ambassador Animals

Volunteer
description
Not known

X*
X
X

Volunteers
Animal
Close-Ups

78
Appendix Table 4. An analysis of San Antonio Zoological Society to look for the presence of
education. Of these 14 statements, 11 were present, or about 79%. This number could be higher
based on unknown information. Because this is greater than 75%, it can be assumed that San
Antonio Zoological Society has a strong education model.
* Some information was assumed based on context of the education program.

Key components for analysis:

Missing from

Present in

Facility – 0

Facility – 1

Education is included in the mission statement of

X

the facility
There is a written education plan for the facility

X*

Facility has paid staff members who focus on

X

education
There is funding in place for education programs
Tools are in place to assess the audience of the
facility

X

X

Education is presented to casual visitors

X

Education is presented in a formal setting
Zoo addresses Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs in
programming

X

statement
Document
programs
Education
Department
Paid
programs

Multiple
programs
Youth
volunteers
Field trips
Not found

X*

Zoo collaborates with community and other
zoos/organizations to enhance the education

Mission

Not found

X*

Use of more than one education technique

Notes

Field trips
X

models in use
Zoo bases education models on the most relevant
and up-to-date research

X

Evaluations

79
High quality materials, classrooms, education
areas, etc.
Use of volunteers, docents, and/or outreach
programs with the community

Not found

X*
X

Use of Ambassador Animals

Volunteers
Animal

X

ambassador
team

80
Appendix Table 5. Data collected on 25 random AZA-accredited zoos and their mission
statements.
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